GET MORE FROM YOUR DOCK DOOR.

The safe, convenient solution for vertical lift dock doors with light-duty cycle requirements.
DOCK DOOR SOLUTIONS.
HEAVY-DUTY VALUE.

The DDO8900W Light-Duty Dock Door Operator is designed and tested for dock door applications that require full vertical lift. As a cost-effective operator that opens 50% faster than traditional jackshaft operators, the DDO8900W also features myQ® Business™ Facility connectivity for total cloud-based access management. This safe solution for your facility helps you work smarter while reducing risk of costs and losses.

$39K
AVERAGE COST PER WORKER INJURY

4.5 MM
WORKPLACE INJURIES

$161 B
IN TOTAL COSTS*

SAFETY
Reduce the risk of workplace injuries by replacing manual operation with this convenient, automated access solution.

PRODUCTIVITY
Experience added efficiency and control with myQ Business Facility.

SECURITY
Know when doors are open or closed and delegate control with myQ Business Facility.

*Per the National Safety Council Injury Facts® 2017 Occupational Safety Highlights for the U.S.
IMPROVE COMMERCIAL FUNCTIONALITY

By motorizing your commercial dock doors, you can experience optimal efficiency and safety with expanded features that meet typical applications.

CONNECT WHEN YOU NEED TO

Built-in Wi-Fi® makes it easy to stay connected to your business and manage dock-door operations via myQ® Business™ Facility’s exclusive Dock Door Sessions feature.

EXPERIENCE REDUCED MAINTENANCE

Smooth operation and quiet design protect your doors from the abuse that consistent manual operation can cause.
STAY ON TOP.

Know you’re in control with myQ® Business™ Facility—the cloud-based access management solution that adds connectivity to your door, dock and gate hardware. This first-of-its-kind software keeps you up to date and in control of all your facility’s access points, helping you work smarter while reducing costs.

COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE REPORTING
Make data-driven decisions with reports and analysis of commercial door, dock and gate activity.

FACILITY VISUALIZATION
Visually monitor and control your commercial door operators, dock equipment and gate operators in real time.

DELEGATED CONTROL
Maintain insight into every facility access point by assigning permission-based access to your team members based on person, group, time or location.
IMPROVED DOCK MANAGEMENT.

As part of myQ® Business™ Facility’s exclusive Dock Door Sessions feature, facility managers and business owners can now stay in the know about truck arrivals, leveler activity, door status and more.

KNOW TRUCK RESTRAINT STATUS
Have real-time reports of specific events, such as disengaged restraints or levelers, to ensure full compliance with facility safety regulations.

STAY SECURE
Know when a trailer is locked to the building and when doors are closed, improving visibility, accountability and security.

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
Always know which trailers are at which doors, turning trucks around faster and maintaining transparency across supply chains.
YOUR TOTAL DOCK SOLUTION.

The DD08900W exclusively features the LiftMaster® Interface (LMi5) Device, elevating your dock-equipment awareness by providing the status of key events at your door, including:

- Arrival of a trailer
- Truck restraint
- Dock leveler deployment

YOUR TOTAL DOCK SOLUTION.

POWERFUL ADD-ONS.

TRAILER PRESENCE SENSOR
PRE-SENSOR
Identifies when a truck has arrived or left a dock.*

PHOTOELECTRIC SENSOR
WS-SENSOR-E
Monitors whether a dock leveler is deployed or a truck restraint is engaged.*

MECHANICAL LIMIT SWITCH
WS-SENSOR
Monitors whether a dock leveler is deployed or a truck restraint is engaged; does not require power.

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY.
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